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Shoyo Hinata is out to prove that in volleyball you don&#39;t need to be tall to fly! Â Ever since he

saw the legendary player known as â€œthe Little Giantâ€• compete at the national volleyball finals,

Shoyo Hinata has been aiming to be the best volleyball player ever! He decides to join the team at

the high school the Little Giant went toâ€”and then surpass him. Who says you need to be tall to play

volleyball when you can jump higher than anyone else? The training camp kicks off with a bang!

Hinata and his teammates train their hearts out in preparation for the practice game against

Nekoma, but they&#39;ll need to polish their receiving skills if they want to win. Then finally, after all

their hard work, the moment theyâ€™ve all been waiting for arrivesâ€”the revival of the long-standing

rivalry between the cats and the crows! And Nekomaâ€™s starting setter looks vaguely familiarâ€¦
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Haruichi Furudate began his manga career when he was 25 years old with the one-shot Ousama

Kid (King Kid), which won an honorable mention for the 14th Jump Treasure Newcomer Manga

Prize. His first series, Kiben Gakuha, Yotsuya Sensei no Kaidan (Philosophy School, Yotsuya

Senseiâ€™s Ghost Stories), was serialized in Weekly Shonen Jump in 2010. In 2012, he began

serializing Haikyu!! in Weekly Shonen Jump, where it became his most popular work to date.

I'm starting to become a broken record with these, but Haikyuu!! continues to remain at the top in

terms of good quality. This volume introduces us to the Nekoma (cats) volleyball team. Karasuno



manages to go all out, in their current form against this team which lasts just about the entire

volume. Since it is a practice match the stakes werent set too high so any truly epic and intense

moments didn't happen. However it appeared to be more of a learning experience, and more, for

the readers, a chance to see how Karasuno could work together when faced with a real challenge. I

think many characters developed exceptionally well. Things are looking up for Karasuno as they

gear up for more matches and as they gear up to really hone in on tackling their weaknesses.Extra

content in this volume was limited to character profiles in between the chapter. Extra profiles were

included to detail some of the less visible Nekomas.

Love it

Thanks a lot.

I just adore this manga~~~Ã¢Â™Â¡~~~

Amazing as always

~3.5/5I read the first volume of this, and I wasn't all that impressed. I've been putting off reading

more, and I skipped a couple volumes. So it surprises me how good this volume was.It starts off a

little iffy. I only know about three of the characters, and there are so many of them now. They're in

the middle of practice, and getting ready to do a practice game with another school. Then the game

starts, and the team is trying hard, and learning a lot about themselves and their own techniques.I

really liked seeing the similarities between the two teams, and the counterparts and friendships that

seemed to have formed. The way they could be rivals on the court and then friends outside was

nice. Kenma is an intriguing character, and I liked seeing the way Inuoka and Hinata played

together.The beginning of this volume was a bit boring to me, probably since I was thrown into the

game so fast. Plus, a lot of the explanations about volleyball rules and whatnot is rather boring, but

I'm not a sports fan, so I expected that. But later, when the game is really going and they're thinking

and trying hard to get better and win the game, it actually got rather interesting, and I wanted to read

more. I was surprised by how into it I got at that point.I'm surprised, but I'm actually looking forward

to reading the next one.A review copy was provided by the publisher, VIZ Media, for an honest

review. Thank you so, so much![More of my reviews are available on my blog, Geeky Reading, to

which there's a link on my profile.]



An intense volume with all the action taking place on the court. Our team plays a practice game

against a superior rival school team. The whole volume takes up the playing of this game. It's an

energetic volume that teaches us more about the game, positions and plays. I'm not really into the

sports part that much so this wasn't one of my favourite volumes but I like that it keeps my interest

even when it's concentrating on the game rather than characters.

With Haikyuu 4, the Karasuno 'crows' get a chance to play several games against rival Nekoma (the

'cats'). The games are practice only but underscore several goals that the team will need to fix in

order to become better. Most especially, that the Cats have no star players yet play consistently and

solidly - and can analyze their opponents better. What starts as a winning game for the Crows soon

turns against them as the Cats figure out Kageyama's freaky setting and Hinata's speed. It's a good

reminder that a solid team can still beat our Karasuno's prodigies.In all, a nice volume that shows off

the strength of the team but also its weaknesses. There are cute moments throughout as friendly

rivals throw taunts or try to get to know Kiyomi the manager better. But the stars are always going to

be Hinata and Kageyama. Reviewed from an advance reader copy provided by the publisher.
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